Abstract-With the advent of Industrial Revolution, not only the choices in various fields increased but also the era of co mputer came into existence thereby revolutionizing the global market. People had numerous choices in front of them that often led to the confus ion about what product might actually fu lfill their requirements. So the need for having a system wh ich could facilitate the selection criteria and eradicate the dilemma of masses, was realized and ult imately recommender systems of present day world were introduced. So we can refer reco mmender systems as software tools that narrow down our choices and provide us with the most suitable suggestions as per our requirements. In this paper, we propose a novel recommender system i.e. RWARS (Research Work Area Reco mmender System) that will reco mmend research work area to a user based on his/her characteristics similar to those of other users. The characteristics considered here are hobbies, subjects of interests, programming skills and future objectives. The proposed system will use Cosine Similarity approach of Collaborative Filtering.
I. INTRODUCTION
The term Reco mmender System is a combination of two words: Reco mmender and System, where the previous one derived from the Latin word -Reco mmendare‖ means-to praise or commend to other as being worthy or desirable, to endorse or to entrust; while the later derived fro m the Lat in word -Systema‖ means a g roup of interacting, inter-related or independent elements forming a co mplex whole. So we can say that recommender systems help making the selection process easier and time saving. The aim o f Reco mmender Systems is to provide the user with the most suitable recommendation, from the plethora of options available.
Reco mmender systems can be referred to as a system having users, a user interface, a dataset and various recommendation algorith ms. It would not be wrong to say that the -Reco mmender systems are-for the user, to the user and by the user.‖ It can be elaborated fro m the fact that the recommendations are made fo r the users and the dataset used for making the reco mmendations is also taken fro m the users themselves in the form of ratings, which can both be imp licit or explicit. Then we have the user-interface which acts as the intermed iate between the user and the system. The user expresses his preferences, ratings or requirements through the user-interface only and the reco mmendations are also displayed on the same. Finally, once the user requirements are gathered, some recommendation algorith m is applied. Till date, we have plenty of reco mmendation algorithms ranging fro m approach to approach (Table 2 ). F ig.1 g ives an overview of how various aspects of reco mmender system are related to each other. Recommender systems might be a new concept in research area, but it has been prevailing in the society since ages. The concept of recommendations could be seen in case of cavemen, ants and other creatures too. People now have numerous choices in front of them that often lead to the confusion about what product might actually fulfill their requirements. And to overcome this dilemma, we have Reco mmender systems. Recommender systems can be referred to as software tools and techniques which narrow down our choices of products or items and suggest the most suitable ones based on the Copyright © 2016 MECS I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2016, 9, 30-37 implicit or explicit informat ion. The basic idea that lead to the development of Reco mmender System is that: we often rely on recommendations from our peers before trying out something new e.g.: while buying mob ile phones, checking reviews on book my show app befo re going for movies, even before visiting a doctor and so on. Although there were no reco mmender systems in old times, still reco mmendations were there. Kings used to get their reco mmendations fro m the ministers e.g. Birbal in case of King A kbar, acted as a reco mmender system, giving him suggestions regarding the kingdo m's policies and important decisions . The most well-known recommender systems of old t imes were the family relatives suggesting match for marriages. So the concept of recommender systems is not new in real-world scenario, rather it just got automated with advancement in technology and got much better and efficient saving our time.
Researchers started working on Reco mmender systems as an independent research area during the mid 1970s in Duke University. Since then this area has proven to be the centre of attraction for many researchers and a lot of development has been made in nu merous domains using various recommendation approaches developed in the meantime.The first commercial Reco mmender System was Tapestry, developed in 1992 by Xero x Palo A lto Research Centre [5] . The motivation behind it was the increasing use of e-mail, as a result of which users were being inundated by a huge stream of inco ming documents. It used Collaborative filtering.
There are various Recommendation approaches developed so far: Collaborative Filtering, Content-based Filtering, Knowledge-based systems, Hybrid systems, Demographic reco mmender systems and Co mmunitybased systems. i. A little complex to apply on the same dataset.
1.
Pearson co-relation is used to find similarity between users based on their ratings.
Here, a,b -users ra,p -rating of user a for product p -average user rating P -set of products rated by both a and b 2.
Constrained Pearson co-relation is also used to find similarity between users, when co-relation between them increases.
sim (a,b) = √ √
Here, mp -midpoint of rating scale 3.
Cosine similarity is a vector based approach based on linear algebra.
sim (a,b) =

4.
Spearman Co-relation is a non-parametric method that computes a measure of co-relation between ranks.
sim (a,b) =
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5.
K Nearest neighbour approach is a simple algorithm used as a non-parametric technique to calculate the similarity measure or distance between the neighbors (users, items or products).Nearest neighbor can be found out by calculating the distance between all the neighbors by using:
Fro m social networking sites to marriage portals, fro m e-commerce sites to movie, music or book recommender system, we have recommendations for almost every field. They have a really crucial ro le in internet sites like Amazon, Pandora, Lin kedIn, Netflix, Matrimonial sites, CiteSeer, Social networking sites, YouTube, Yahoo, Jester and a lot more. These websites use either one of the recommendation approach or a co mbination of two or more. For examp le, A mazon uses Item to Item collaborative filtering and content-based filtering, CiteSeer uses collaborative and content-based filtering, Pandora uses content-based filtering, Youtube uses personalized reco mmendations while both Jester and LinkedIn use collaborative filtering. Reco mmender Systems have evolved so much over the past two decades and now have included Artificial intelligence, Information retrieval and Hu man-co mputer interaction in their journey [1] , and hence have got more efficient and have gained more popularity. Since, Reco mmender Systems have reduced our effort of going through each and every item and selecting the most suitable one, it would be great if there is a Recommender System that can suggest an area to a student that he or she can do his research in. In this paper, we propose RWARS (Research Work Area Reco mmender System) that recommends an area fo r research work by using cosine-similarity. This system would find the similarity between the users in terms of their future objectives, the type of research they want to do, their hobbies, subjects of interests and their programming skills. As the dataset, we have collected our own data by conducting a small survey of Post-graduate students who have already worked in some research area. We anticipate that our proposed system will prove to be beneficial. This paper is organized as follows. Sect ion II evaluates the various works relative to the proposed system. Section III reports the framework of the proposed system. In section IV, various aspects of the system are discussed and the processes in each phase are elaborated. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we briefly describe some of the work related to reco mmender systems in general, reco mmender systems related to the field of education and recommender systems using collaborative filtering, keyword ext raction and works that have deployed cosine similarity.
Reco mmender system is one of the most popular and mighty tool, that has taken over e-co mmerce [1] . The basic idea that led to its development is to help the users select the most suitable product or item fro m a plethora of options in front of them [1] [2] . The most popular approaches of Recommender Systems are: Co llaborative Filtering, Content-based systems, Hybrid systems and Knowledge-based systems.
Collaborative filtering is also known as ‗people-topeople co-relation' [1] . It is based on a simple idea that users having identical interests in the past, tend to have alike interests in the future also [ [4] . The basic idea is to recommend products to a user, which are identical to the ones that user has already liked in the past [1] [2] . The similarity between two or more items can be calculated using the features they have in common.
Knowledge-based systems follo w the concept -Tell me what fits my needs‖ [4] . Such systems use domain knowledge of a specific product to make recommendations to the user [1] . The system gets the user requirements, matches it with its knowledge base and makes the reco mmendations of the most appropriate and suitable product to the user, keeping user preferences in consideration. Hybrid system gives the best of both worlds. As the name suggests, these systems comb ine the features of two recommendation approaches. The basic purpose of these systems is to co mbine the features of two systems (reco mmendation approaches) in such a way that the shortcomings of one are overcome by the other [1] [2] [4] .
Collaborative filtering suffers fro m cold -start problem while there is no element of surprise in case of contentbased systems [4] . So co mbin ing the features of these two approaches often prove to be more efficient and useful. Using the features of explicit ratings and implicit rat ings of collaborative filtering and content based systems respectively, the problem of data-sparsity and cold-start problem can be tackled. Th is approach was used by Mojtaba et al. [6] in their work where, they presented a recommender system for reco mmending learn ing material to the users. Their work deployed genetic algorith m along with a mult i-d imensional information model. Joonseok et al. [7] proposed a Personalized Academic Research Paper Reco mmender system that used collaborative filtering. The system used web-crawler to retrieve various research papers from the internet, and then found the similarity between two research papers using Nearest neighbor approach and finally made the recommendations. Similar work was forth put by Nitin et al. [8] who too worked for reducing the sparsity of the data. For that, they introduced Subspace Clustering Algorith m (SCu BA) for recommending research papers to the user. Nazpar Yazdanfar et al. [9] proposed a Link Reco mmender system that recommends URLs to twitter users using nearest neighborhood approach. They considered hashtags as the representatives of the URLs and used Euclidean, Jaccard, Dice coefficient and Cosine similarity measures to find the item-hashtag and itemuser similarity. Pu Wang [10] presented a personalized collaborative approach that was based on the clustering of the customers to overcome the scalability issue. Approaches like K-means clustering, Cosine and Corelation similarity and Nearest neighbor approach were deployed and along with scalability, issues like data sparsity and cold-start problem were also resolved.
Kwanghee et al. [11] proposed a personalized research paper recommender system that recommends research paper to the user based on his profile. The system used the concept of keyword extract ion to find the similarity between the topics that the user has desire to work in and the research papers available on the web. To find the similarity, Cosine similarity was used and this system proved to be quite efficient in making the search for research papers easier.
One of the newest works being done in Reco mmender systems is that of cross-domain reco mmendation i.e. collaborating two different domains together and making the recommendations based on the relation between the two. Hla Hla Moe et al. [12] proposed an approach for building ontologies using case-based approach for crossdomain reco mmendation for cos metics related to various skin problems. For this work, Fo rd-Fulkerson algorithm has been used and the results showed that the system proved to be quite efficient and gave better recommendations as compared to other cross-domain systems. Naziha Abderrahim et al. [13] proposed a social-trust aware system that based on the social qualities of web services, recommended web services to Copyright © 2016 MECS I.J. Intelligent Systems and Applications, 2016, 9, 30-37 the user taking their overall experience into consideration. Fatiha Bousbahi et al. [14] p roposed a reco mmender system for online courses to the user based on his requests. The proposed system used case-based approach for making the reco mmendations to the user as per his user profile, knowledge and requirements. Haifeng Liu et al. [15] presented a novel model for calcu lating the new user similarity. The work focused primarily on imp roving the quality of reco mmendations in case of insufficient user-ratings. Diksha Nagpal et al. [16] proposed a faculty recommender system. This system used both user-user collaborative filtering and item-item collaborative filtering. Results of the study revealed that item-item collaborative filtering performed better than us er-user collaborative filtering.
Based on the previous work done, we concluded that some more work can still be done in the field of education by developing a Research Work Area Reco mmender System. We have article reco mmender system, reco mmender system for digital libraries and even research paper recommender systems. But s electing what research area to work on is in itself a very tedious task as it requires going through a lot of research works to decide wh ich one interests you the most. With the proposed system, we can not only save time and effort, but we can also make this selection process a lot easier and simp ler. The user has to simp ly answer a short questionnaire and in no time, he or she would be provided with the most suitable recommendations. So we propose RWARS (Research Work Area Reco mmender System) that would recommend research work areas to the users based on their interests, hobbies, programming skills, subjects of interests and future objectives.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE RWARS (Research Work Area Recommender System) is composed of a User Interface, Extractor, Filter, Profile Manager and DB Manager. Figure 1 gives an overview of the arch itecture of the proposed system. Fig.2 . System Architecture of RWARS The User Interface interacts with the users, takes the input information and sends it to the Extractor that extracts the words or the terms. The basic purpose is to first extract the words fro m the form filled by the new user and then extract similar words fro m the dataset. We have designed a very simp le user-interface using ASP.NET. The User Interface is co mposed of a simple form asking the user questions similar to the ones that were asked in the survey. All the user has to do is answer the questions asked in the form and then click on the submit button. Once that is done, the ext ractor would come into action and extract all the words i.e. whatever his/her responses to the questions are. So the hobbies, subjects of interests, future objectives and programming skills as selected by the user, would be the words or terms to be extracted.
Filter undergoes filtering process to make sure that only the relevant data are taken. Relevant data in our case is only the data that are to be co mpared. Fo r examp le, we are only considering the hobbies, subjects of interests, skills and the future objectives. Parameters like name or contact information are not being taken into account.
User Profile stores the informat ion of the users along with the reco mmendations made. For each user, who would use the system, the results would be saved along with the other data (as filled by him/her in the form). This way a user can keep track of reco mmendations made to him, based how he filled the form. Also the user can see how his varying interests in subjects or how his programming skills affect the reco mmendations made. It does not at all depend on an individual that what recommendations would be made, rather his characteristics and skills would be the deciding factor. For examp le, consider a user -x‖. Now the first time he uses the system, he is reco mmended Data Mining, suppose. But the next time he is reco mmended Reco mmender Systems. Now it does not imp ly that the system does not work effect ively, rather it means that the second time when the user filled the data, he might have learned some new p rogramming skill or he might have developed his interest in a new subject or he might have changed his objective. So for each user or a user with varying interests, the results would vary.
The DB Manager manages the dataset that we have collected after conducting the survey of students of Masters Degree. The survey had simp le questions asking the students about their Research area, Future objectives (job or PhD), Hobbies, Programming skills, what kind of research they wanted to do (Academic or Industrial) and if they would simp ly opt for the research area suggested by the teacher they wish to work with.
RWARS User Profile
Research The proposed recommender system will use Casebased approach to find the similarity between a user who wishes to get the recommendations and the ones who have already opted for some research work area. As shown in Fig.3 , RWARS is divided into three phases: Data gathering, Fetching new user data and Making recommendations. For the database of the proposed system, we have first prepared a small survey and then asked the Post-graduate students to fill the survey. The data gathered from the survey is entered into the system manually and will be used as the dataset. Fig.4 and Fig.5 shows the questions that were asked in the survey while in Fig.6 , we have a .CSV file of the data that have been gathered. 
A. Data gathering
B. Fetching new user data
We have designed a simple User-interface, where a new user would fill the form as shown in Fig.7 . Once the user fills the fo rm and clicks on the submit button, his informat ion would be stored in a temporary database. All the algorithms would work at the back-end and once this is done, the results would be displayed on the userinterface only. 
C. Making Recommendations
As shown in Fig.2 , for making the reco mmendations first the Ext ractor would extract all the words fro m the Temporary dataset. For convenience, we wou ld assign rank 1 to each word. Once this is done, we would find out the similarity between the new user and the ones in the sim (a, b) =
In Equation 1, r a is the rating given by user a r b is the rating given by user
In the proposed work, we would consider the new user as user a and rest all the users of the dataset would be considered as user b. Then we would apply the cosine similarity algorith m to find the similarity between the users (a and b). Finally, for a user a having maximu m similarity with a user b, recommendation for the research work area would be made.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel reco mmender system RWARS that will reco mmend a research work area to the user based on the similarity of user characteristics between the new user and the ones who have already worked in some research area. A user has to answer a simple questionnaire asking him about his skills, subjects of interests, future objectives etc. and based upon these answers he will be provided with the recommendations.
The proposed system is still in its development stage and a lot of work still needs to be done. We have conducted a survey of Masters Students and used that as the dataset. Also, at present we have planned to use Cosine-similarity approach only to make the recommendations. But in future we aim to apply other recommendation approaches too and then compare the results obtained from each approach. The parameters that would be considered while deciding which approach is better than the other are coverage, precision, recall and effectiveness. Now just the name of the research area would not be sufficient for the user to take any decision, so in future, we have planned to give the links of a literature review of the research areas too along with the names thereby helping the user to the maximu m.
